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With the acceleration of development in global economy, all the country 
enterprises on the global market， face more intensive competition and chain reaction. 
In order to adequate with the market and process the advantage situation, each country 
emphasis on the research of the company inter-control.  
Meanwhile, according with deep research on inter-control, the administrators 
realize the importance of setting up and enhancing the inter-control. Actually, each 
country tries to establish an appropriate internal control system to accelerate the 
corporate governance and gain more advantage in fierce global competition. 
The paper belongs to practice research on the inter-control. 
In order to find out the essential reasons of faults in company internal control 
system, the paper, research starting point is based on Inter-Control, discussed and 
evaluated the system by analyzing the situation of current company administration. 
The paper includes five sections: 
Part 1: An introduction which covers such areas: research subject, theoretical and 
practical value, contents and framework, methodology. 
Part 2: Demonstrates the notion of inter-control and theory development current 
inter-control model, excuse for the reason why choose COSO frame as the basis for 
compare research by describing the internal control emphasis on corporate governance. 
Part 3: On the basis of COSO frame and considering with the current reality of our 
country, the paper sets up a sample model on evaluation of internal control. 
Part 4: By associating with my career and evaluating the internal control system of 
example SL and SD company, the paper analysis difference of the internal control 
system. 
Part 5: Finally the paper concludes that the model is proved to practice in 
experience. The paper advises that we should focus on the emphases as below: (1) to 
improve corporate governance; (2) to enhance risk control awareness; (3) to 
standardize internal controls; (4) to perfect supervised evaluation. 
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2.框架图法：介绍 SD 公司内部机构设置现状等。 
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控制带来一定的影响。对于这点，尚不在本文的讨论之中。 
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